Over the years, American politics have become increasingly polarized. In today's political landscape, a president cannot easily collaborate with the opposite party and pass legislature. Ideologies between parties have drifted apart to the point that one party generally stonewalls any legislature proposed by the other party. Because of this political landscape, it is paramount for a president to have a majority of his party in Congress.
As of May 16, 2014, President Barrack Obama's approval rating is 44% according to Gallup's nationwide random polling. Using the originally derived linear model, y = -107.423+1.594x, it can be said with 95% confidence that the Democratic Party, President Obama's party, will lose between 27 and 48 seats in Congress, rounded to the nearest whole seat. During the 2014 Midterm Elections, the Democrats lost 28 seats, as predicted by the model. These findings point out a striking link between the President's Approval Rating and the performance of his party in Midterm Elections. This model could be used by political advisors to predict the potential outcomes of midterm elections, and advise the tactical doctrine of presidential administrations and political parties going into Midterm Election years,
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
In order for the President to pass legislature more easily, he needs majority support from his party in Congress. In order for the President to have support in Congress, his party needs to win seats in Congress. In order for the President's party to win seats in Congress, it needs to be popular. Because the president is the leader of his party, his approval rating plays a major role in the perceived popularity of this party.
Political advisors strive to find appropriate metrics for predicting various outcomes during election season, allowing them to respond to changes in the political landscape before they happen. The goal of the research was to find a model relating the President's Approval rating and his party's performance during Midterm Elections and use this model to predict the outcome of the 2014 Midterm Elections, as the research and models were established prior to the 2014 Midterm Elections.
VARIABLES
The independent variable used in this study was the approval rating of the President on the eve of the midterm election, represented by x. The response or dependent variable was the number of seats won or lost by the President's party in Congress during midterm elections, represented by y.
COLLECTION OF DATA
The data was obtained from Gallup.com. This Gallup data included the following data for every president since 1946: his party, his approval on the eve of the Midterm Elections, and the net gain/loss of his party during that year's election. The approval rating was based on Gallup nationwide random polling, and the seats won/lost were based on Congressional data.
Gallup describes its data collection methods as:
Results are based on telephone interviews conducted as part of Gallup Daily tracking July 26-Aug. 1, 2010, with a random sample of 3,544 adults, aged 18 and older, living 
Year vs. Seat Gain/Loss
From these data, a few things are immediately clear.
1) The President's political party almost always loses seats in Congress during midterms.
There were only two times when the President's party gained congressional seats during midterms and both times, the president had an approval rating greater than 63%.
2) The President's approval rating is centered at 51% with a standard deviation of about 10, which puts most of the approval ratings between 40% and 60%. The seat gain is centered at -25 seats, meaning that on average the President's party loses seats during
Midterms. The standard deviation is 22, which means a net loss of seats for the President's party is to be expected over 65% of the time.
A linear regression analysis yielded these data: The regression line for these data is y = -107.423+1.594x, with a correlation coefficient of 0.517, a moderate correlation.
Of course, this correlation only applies if the data is an appropriate fit for the line. A t test for the utility of the linear model with the following hypotheses needs to be performed:
H0: The regression line is an improper fit (β=0) Ha: H0 is false
The above linear regression analysis gives a t critical value of 4.00865 and a corresponding p value of 0.001139. Because the p value, which represents the probability of the null hypothesis being true, is so low, the null hypothesis, H0, can be rejected with nearly 99.9% confidence. To two significant figures, this confidence interval is represented by -37.27±10.61.
ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS
In the interest of finding an even more accurate predictor model for the President's party in the Midterm Elections, two more models will be considered -one model for approval ratings greater than 50% and one for approval ratings less than 50%. From these data, a few things are immediately clear.
Starting with a model for approval ratings greater than 50%

Year President Party
1) The only times when the President's party gained seats in Congress, the president had an approval rating over 63%. 
Correlation Between President's Approval Rating and Midterm Election Performance (Approval > 50%)
2) The President's approval rating is centered at about 60.1% with a standard deviation of about 3.68. Intriguingly, this means that the approval ratings are predominantly in the upper 50s to lower 60s range. The seat gain is centered at about -12.4 seats, meaning that even when more than half of the public approves of the job being done by the President, on average the President's party loses seats during Midterms, albeit fewer than for Presidents whose approval ratings stand below 50%.
The next step is to find a model for the data for approval ratings greater than 50%
Linear Regression for Approval Ratings Greater than 50% From these data, a few things are immediately clear.
1) The President's Party never gained seats during Midterms when his approval rating is under 50%
2) The President's approval rating is centered at about 42% with a standard deviation of about 5.12%. This means that the approval ratings are predominantly in the upper 30s to upper 40s range.
Now to find a model for these data: This model can be powerful for political advisors and analysts, as it gives a predictor for how the President's approval rating influences how his party does in Midterm Elections.
These findings also demonstrate a potential conundrum for a President's administration.
A President will have a much easier time passing legislature if he has a majority of his party in Congress. But if a President cannot pass legislature, his approval rating can potentially go down. And if the President's approval rating goes down, his party will have a harder time winning seats in Congress. If the President's party loses a majority in Congress, he will have trouble passing legislature, which will bring down his approval rating, further potentially limiting his party's performance during midterm elections.
Using this model, political advisors can recognize this conundrum and a President's administration can take steps to bolster the President's approval rating.
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